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First published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
The imperialist ambitions of China – which invaded Tibet in the late 1940s – have
sparked the spectacular spread of Tibetan Buddhism worldwide, and especially
in western countries. This work is a study on the malleability of a particular
Buddhist tradition; on its adaptability in new contexts. The book analyses the
nature of the Tibetan Buddhism in the Diaspora. It examines how the resignification of Tibetan Buddhist practices and organizational structures in the
present refers back to the dismantlement of the Tibetan state headed by the
Dalai Lama and the fragmentation of Tibetan Buddhist religious organizations in
general. It includes extensive multi-sited fieldwork conducted in the United
States, Brazil, Europe, and Asia and a detailed analysis of contemporary
documents relating to the global spread of Tibetan Buddhism. The author
demonstrates that there is a "de-institutionalized" and "de-territorialized" project
of political power and religious organization, which, among several other
consequences, engenders the gradual "autonomization" of lamas and lineages
inside the religious field of Tibetan Buddhism. Thus, a spectre of these previous
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institutions continues to exist outside their original contexts, and they are
continually activated in ever-new settings. Using a combination of two different
academic traditions – namely, the Brazilian anthropological tradition and the
American Buddhist studies tradition – it investigates the "process of cultural resignification" of Tibetan Buddhism in the context of its Diaspora. Thus, it will be a
valuable resource to students and scholars of Asian Religion, Asian Studies and
Buddhism.
The clash between the religious right and the secular left undermines any serious
debate about the role of religion in American public life. Such strident cultural
rhetoric often ignores the positive contributions of America's many religions. By
contrast, this volume celebrates America's religious diversity, demonstrating that
religious pluralism is actually one of democracy's basic building blocks. Taking
Religious Pluralism Seriously expands on Barbara A. McGraw's framework for
understanding religious participation in public life—a two-tiered public forum,
consisting of the civic public forum and the conscientious public forum. The
chapters explore how diverse religious communities and traditions, including
“newer” and marginalized religions, can make a meaningful contribution to
American society and politics.
De basis van het boeddhisme: een toegankelijke en praktische benadering van
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eeuwenoude vragen. Hoe kunnen we leven vrij van lijden? Hoe kunnen we
blijvend geluk en blijvende vrede bereiken? In Spirituele groei presenteert de
Dalai Lama stapsgewijs oefeningen die zijn bedoeld het vermogen van de lezer
tot spirituele groei te verruimen en hem te leren hoe verstorende gevoelens
vervangen kunnen worden door een positieve instelling. Hij illustreert de
oefeningen met persoonlijke anekdotes en ervaringen en geeft je zo alle inzicht,
steun, begeleiding en inspiratie die je nodig hebt om succes en vervulling in je
spirituele leven te vinden. Spirituele groei is geschikt voor lezers van alle geloven
en gezindten. In welk stadium van spirituele ontwikkeling je je ook bevindt,
iedereen zal geboeid raken door de liefdevolle en directe manier van onderwijzen
van Zijne Heiligheid de Dalai Lama.
This book examines the often tough questions raised by infectious diseases
through essays that explore a host of legal and ethical issues. The authors also
offer potential solutions in order to ensure that past errors are not repeated in
response to future outbreaks. The essays touch on a number of key themes,
including institutional competence, the accountability and responsibility of nonstate actors, the importance of pharmaceuticals, and the move towards a rightsbased approach in global health. Readers gain insights into such important
questions as follows: How can we help victims in other countries? What (if any)
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responsibility should be placed upon international organizations whose actions
exacerbate infectious diseases? How can we ensure that pharmaceutical
research helps all communities, even those who cannot afford to pay for the
products? While broadly covering global health law, the book adopts an interdisciplinary approach that draws on public international law, philosophy,
international relations, human rights law, and healthcare economics. As such, it is
a valuable resource for academic libraries, appealing to scholars and
postgraduates engaged in relevant research, as well as to those engaged with
global health and policy at the international level.
This book introduces a new tool for improving communication and promoting
clearer thinking in a world where the use of Global English can create numerous
comprehension and communication issues. Based on research findings from
cross-linguistic semantics, it contains essays and studies by leading experts
exploring the value and application of ‘Minimal English’ in various fields,
including ethics, health, human rights discourse, education and international
relations. In doing so, it provides informed guidelines and practical advice on how
to communicate in clear and cross-translatable ways in Minimal English. This
innovative edited collection will appeal to students and scholars of applied
linguistics, language education and translation studies.
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This volume provides a comprehensive and interdisciplinary account of the
scholarship on religion, conflict, and peacebuilding. Looking far beyond the
traditional parameters of the field, the contributors engage deeply with the
legacies of colonialism, missionary activism, secularism, orientalism, and
liberalism as they relate to the discussion of religion, violence, and nonviolent
transformation and resistance. Featuring numerous case studies from various
contexts and traditions, the volume is organized thematically into five different
parts. It begins with an up-to-date mapping of scholarship on religion and
violence, and religion and peace. The second part explores the challenges
related to developing secularist theories on peace and nationalism, broadening
the discussion of violence to include an analysis of cultural and structural forms.
In the third section, the chapters explore controversial topics such as religion and
development, religious militancy, and the freedom of religion as a keystone of
peacebuilding. The fourth part locates notions of peacebuilding in spiritual
practice by focusing on constructive resources within various traditions, the
transformative role of rituals, youth and interfaith activism in American university
campuses, religion and solidarity activism, scriptural reasoning as a
peacebuilding practice, and an extended reflection on the history and legacy of
missionary peacebuilding. The volume concludes by looking to the future of
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peacebuilding scholarship and the possibilities for new growth and progress.
Bringing together a diverse array of scholars, this innovative handbook grapples
with the tension between theory and practice, cultural theory, and the legacy of
the liberal peace paradigm, offering provocative, elastic, and context-specific
insights for strategic peacebuilding processes.
Too often when people enter into conflict with an eye on how to resolve it, manage it or
transform it, they lose sight of the people involved and the desired end. Too often
justice and peace serve as an ideal or some distant shore. We have not yet learned
enough about how these ends can also be the means of restorative justice and
peacebuilding. Drawing on the imaginations of some leading peace and restorative
justice practitioners, this book identifies components of a justpeace imagination. This
imagination is the basis of justpeace ethics, where the end goal is touched with each
step. This simple little book is designed to help those struggling with how to respond to
conflict and violence in an ethical and transformative way. It offers practical examples of
how analysis, intervention and evaluation of peacebuilding and restorative justice can
be rooted in imagination of justpeace ethics.
Onderzoek naar neurobiologie van mentale processen, waarbij de vraag centraal staat
of de hersenen door de geest worden beïnvloed of andersom.
In November 1998, eight recipients of the Nobel Peace Prize gathered for two days at
the University of Virginia. Journalist and peace activist Cobban draws from both
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speeches and conversations to present a vision of global peace. Among the
participants were the Dalai Lama, Desmond Tutu, Northern Ireland peace activist Betty
Williams, East Timorese independence advocate Jose Ramos-Horta, and a
representative of Burmese democratic leader Aung San Suu Kyi. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
The fifth edition of Nursing Ethics has been revised to reflect the most current issues in
healthcare ethics including new cases, laws, and policies. The text continues to be
divided into three sections: Foundational Theories, Concepts and Professional Issues;
Moving Into Ethics Across the Lifespan; and Ethics Related to Special Issues focused
on specific populations and nursing roles.
Buddhist Ethics presents an outline of Buddhist ethical thought. It is not a defense of
Buddhist approaches to ethics as opposed to any other, nor is it a critique of the
Western tradition. Garfield presents a broad overview of a range of Buddhist
approaches to the question of moral philosophy. He draws on a variety of thinkers,
reflecting the great diversity of this 2500-year-old tradition in philosophy but also the
principles that tie them together. In particular, he engages with the literature that argues
that Buddhist ethics is best understood as a species of virtue ethics, and with those
who argue that it is best understood as consequentialist. Garfield argues that while
there are important points of contact with these Western frameworks, Buddhist ethics is
distinctive, and is a kind of moral phenomenology that is concerned with the ways in
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which we experience ourselves as agents and others as moral fellows. With this
framework, Garfield explores the connections between Buddhist ethics and recent work
in moral particularism, such as that of Jonathan Dancy, as well as the British and
Scottish sentimentalist tradition represented by Hume and Smith.
Via 100 entries or "mini-chapters," the SAGE 21st Century Reference Series volumes
on Communication will highlight the most important topics, issues, questions, and
debates any student obtaining a degree in the field of communication ought to have
mastered for effectiveness in the 21st Century. The purpose is to provide
undergraduate majors with an authoritative reference source that will serve their
research needs with more detailed information than encyclopedia entries but not as
much jargon, detail or density as a journal article or a research handbook chapter.
This new edition of Manfred Steger's award-winning book explores the three principal
ideologies of our time: the dominant "market globalism" based on a neoliberal vision of
the world as a single marketplace, the "justice globalism" developed over the last
decade by a transnational coalition of global civil society forces, and the "jihadist
globalism" of radical Islamists seeking to galvanize their global community of believers
into violent action. Market globalism has responded to these challengers by turning into
"imperial globalism"—a political belief system that marries the capitalist language of the
1990s with the security concerns of our post-9/11 world. Steger, one of the world's
leading scholars on these subjects, explores globalization's central questions: What,
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exactly, are the core claims of these conflicting globalisms? How does the imperial
globalism of the 2000s differ from the market globalism of the 1990s? How has justice
globalism managed to mature into a coherent ideology? What are the most likely future
trajectories of this great ideological struggle of the twenty-first century? Written with
impressive historical and theoretical breadth, this groundbreaking work is essential
reading for all those concerned with the key questions that our shrinking world must
face.
In this book, Robin Gill argues that moral passion and rational ethical deliberation are not
enemies, and that moral passion often lurks behind many apparently rational ethical
commitments. He also contends that though moral passion is a key component of truly selfless
moral action, without rational ethical deliberation it can also be extremely dangerous. Gill
maintains that a reanalysis of moral passion is overdue. He inspects the gap between the
'purely rational' accounts of ethics provided by some moral philosophers and the normative
positions that they espouse and/or the moral actions that they pursue. He also contends that
Christian ethicists have not been adept at identifying their own implicit moral passion or at
explaining why it is that doctrinal positions generate passionately held moral conclusions.
Using a range of disciplines, including cognitive science and moral psychology, alongside the
more usual disciplines of moral philosophy and religious ethics, Gill also makes links with
moral passion in other world faith traditions.
Philosopher Michael Boylan and theologian James A. Donahue provide a framework
compatible with humanist and theist beliefs that will enable college and university professors to
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address a full range of ethical issues as they arise in classroom discussion, both in the
academic disciplines and in professional education.
Op onnavolgbare wijze beschrijft Yuval Noah Harari in zijn bestseller Sapiens 70.000 jaar
menselijke evolutie, maar met Homo Deus richt hij zich op de toekomst. Met zijn kenmerkende
vermenging van wetenschap, geschiedenis en filosofie onderzoekt Harari de dromen en
nachtmerries van de eenentwintigste eeuw - van onsterfelijkheid tot kunstmatig leven. Hij stelt
fundamentele vragen: Waar gaan we naartoe? Hoe beschermen we onze kwetsbare wereld
tegen onze eigen verwoestende krachten? En als we in staat zijn door technologische
vooruitgang ons lichaam en onze geest te verbeteren, wat gebeurt er dan met de mensen die
zich niet laten upgraden? Wat voor sociale gevolgen zal deze tweedeling hebben? Volgens
Harari is het essentieel om meer te begrijpen van de technologische revoluties om ons heen,
anders hebben we geen invloed op de koers van onze toekomst. Dit is de volgende stap in
onze evolutie. Dit is Homo Deus.
A Buddhist feminist social ethics for contemporary times.
In de huidige samenleving is geweld te vaak de methode om problemen op te lossen.
Sancties, dreigementen, aanslagen. In dit uiterst urgente pamflet pleit de Dalai Lama voor een
alternatief. Hij roept de nieuwe generatie op in actie te komen en samen een toekomst te
creëren die gebaseerd is op verbondenheid, rechtvaardigheid en solidariteit.
***Genomineerd voor de Hebban Awards 2017 in de categorie Beste Non-fictie.***De Dalai
Lama en Desmond Tutu hebben beiden veel tegenslagen moeten overwinnen. Ondanks hun
ontberingen - of zoals ze zelf zeggen dankzij hun ontberingen - behoren ze tot de vrolijkste
mensen ter wereld.Ter gelegenheid van de 80e verjaardag van de Dalai Lama reisde
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Desmond Tutu naar Dharamsala om samen HET BOEK VAN VREUGDE te maken als cadeau
voor iedereen. Tijdens deze bijzondere week toonden ze met hun eigen uitbundigheid,
compassie en humor hoe vreugde kan groeien van een voorbijgaande emotie tot een
blijvende, solide levenshouding.Douglas Abrams was bij de gesprekken aanwezig en
verwerkte ze tot dit boek. Een boek waar je blij van wordt, alleen al vanwege de liefdevolle
manier waarop deze oude wijze mannen met elkaar omgaan, de levensvreugde en speelsheid
die ze delen en de respectvolle manier waarop ze hun verschil van inzicht bespreken, want de
boeddhistische en de christelijke traditie hebben naast veel overeenkomsten ook duidelijke
verschillen. Het is mooi om te lezen hoe onbelangrijk die verschillen worden, want hun
kernboodschap is dezelfde: vreugdevol leven bereik je door anderen vreugde te brengen.
Innovative in its approach and content, Exploring Communication Ethics: Interviews with
Influential Scholars in the Field enlivens the study of human communication ethics by
presenting interviews conducted with nine communication ethics scholars along with an
advanced literature review. The interviews provide accessible and insightful discussions of the
philosophical and theoretical issues central to communication ethics, revealing insights about
the scholars' experiences and thought processes unavailable elsewhere. This book is written
for upper-level undergraduate students, graduate students, and faculty members interested in
communication ethics from the perspective of human communication and rhetorical studies,
philosophy, and sociology.

In Zijn wie je werkelijk bent beschrijft de Dalai Lama hoe we vanuit een groter
zelfbewustzijn de wereld om ons heen met meer liefde kunnen benaderen. Liefde is wat
ons bij elkaar brengt en houdt. Om daar echt aan bij te dragen moeten we eerst in
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onszelf kijken en van binnenuit liefde voelen en geven. Aan de hand van persoonlijke
anekdotes en ervaringen geeft de Dalai Lama in dit boek praktische aanwijzingen voor
een groter zelfbewustzijn en een liefdevoller leven. Zijn wie je werkelijk bent laat ons
zien dat we eerst zelf liefde moeten geven voordat we kunnen ontvangen. De Dalai
Lama overtuigt ons bovendien dat het geven van liefde na die eerste stap onbegrensd
is, en inspireert ons om deze veranderingen een plek te geven in ons eigen bestaan.
'Kindness is my religion' - Dalai Lama
Spirituality can be understood within both a religious and secular context. Fuelled by
the controversy that surrounds different understandings of human identity and notions
of progress, knowledge and truth in modernist and postmodernist contexts, the concept
of spirituality is a hotly contested topic of debate as to its relevance within contemporary
culture and its meaning within religious traditions. This book aims to inform readers on
this debate and contextualize it within these different frames of reference. It approaches
the topic of spirituality with an identification of the major influences on contemporary
thinking and presents a coherent framework of understanding that links divergent
thinking into a common goal. Writings range across different thinkers and practitioners
within established religious tradition, contemporary movements and those who operate
within psychological and 'secular' understandings. Focusing on the question 'what does
it mean to be human?' this engaging study attempts to overcome the divide between
secular and religious understandings of spirituality.
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John J. Fitzgerald addresses here one of life's enduring questions - how to achieve
personal fulfillment and more specifically whether we can do so through ethical
conduct. He focuses on two significant twentieth-century theologians - Rabbi Abraham
Joshua Heschel and Pope John Paul II - seeing both as fitting dialogue partners, given
the former's influence on the Second Vatican Council's deliberations on the Jews, and
the latter's groundbreaking overtures to the Jews in the wake of his experiences in
Poland before and during World War II. Fitzgerald demonstrates that Heschel and John
Paul II both suggest that doing good generally leads us to growth in various
components of personal fulfillment, such as happiness, meaning in life, and freedom
from selfish desires. There are, however, some key differences between the two
theologians - John Paul II emphasizes more strongly the relationship between acting
well and attaining eternal life, whereas Heschel wrestles more openly with the
possibility that religious commitment ultimately involves anxiety and sadness. By
examining historical and contemporary analyses, including the work of the Fourteenth
Dalai Lama, the philosopher Peter Singer, and some present-day psychologists,
Fitzgerald builds a narrative that shows the promise and limits of Heschel's and John
Paul II's views.
Historisch onderzoek naar de vraag of religie en rede naast elkaar kunnen bestaan, en
naar de historische wortels van de huidige seculiere tijd.
Academy Award–winning director Martin Scorsese is one of the most significant
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American filmmakers in the history of cinema. Although best known for his movies
about gangsters and violence, such as Mean Streets, Goodfellas, Casino, and Taxi
Driver, Scorsese has addressed a much wider range of themes and topics in the four
decades of his career. In The Philosophy of Martin Scorsese, an impressive cast of
contributors explores the complex themes and philosophical underpinnings of Martin
Scorsese's films. The essays concerning Scorsese's films about crime and violence
investigate the nature of friendship, the ethics of vigilantism, and the nature of
unhappiness. The authors delve deeply into the minds of Scorsese's tortured
characters and explore how the men and women he depicts grapple with moral codes
and their emotions. Several of the essays explore specific themes in individual films.
The authors describe how Scorsese addresses the nuances of social mores and values
in The Age of Innocence, the nature of temptation and self-sacrifice in The Last
Temptation of Christ and Bringing Out the Dead, and the complexities of innovation and
ambition in The Aviator. Other chapters in the collection examine larger philosophical
questions. In a world where everything can be interpreted as meaningful, Scorsese at
times uses his films to teach audiences about the meaning in life beyond the everyday
world depicted in the cinema. For example, his films touching on religious subjects,
such as Kundun and The Last Temptation of Christ, allow the director to explore
spiritualism and peaceful ways of responding to the chaos in the world.Filled with
penetrating insights on Scorsese's body of work, The Philosophy of Martin Scorsese
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shows the director engaging with many of the most basic questions about our humanity
and how we relate to one another in a complex world.
Most books on business ethics approach the subject philosophically. That approach,
Zinbarg tells us, is that it neglects the most important source of most people's
understanding of right and wrong: their religious tradition. While philosophy can shed
the light of reason on the ethical dilemmas of economic life, it's less than convincing
about why we ought to behave well, lacking the compelling urgency of religious faith.
Following a wonderfully lucid and succinct summary of the ethical systems relative to
Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Confucianism, the author
presents a variety of case studies (in lively dialogue form) from the whole gamut of
economic life, including misrepresentation by sellers, truth in advertising, the ethics of
part-time employment, child labor and environmental ethics. The solutions may vary
from tradition to tradition, but overall one is struck by the similarities. This is a book
grounded in the real ethical challenges of modern business practice, with a kind of
world-religious perspective so necessary in an era of globalization.
The book aims to revitalise the interdisciplinary debate about evolutionary ethics and
substantiate the idea that evolution science can provide a rational and robust
framework for understanding morality. It also traces pathways for knowledge-based
choices to be made about directions for future long-term biological evolution and
cultural development in view of adaptation to the expected, probable and possible
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future and the ecological sustainability of our planetary environment The authors
discuss ethical challenges associated with the major biosocial sources of human
variation: individual variation, inter-personal variation, inter-group variation, and intergenerational variation. This book approaches the long-term challenges of the human
species in a holistic way. Researchers will find an extensive discussion of the key
theoretical scientific aspects of the relationship between evolution and morality. Policy
makers will find information that can help them better understand from where we are
coming and inspire them to make choices and take actions in a longer-term
perspective. The general public will find food for thoughts.
Proponents of professional ethics recognize the importance of theory but also know that
the field of ethics is best understood through real-world applications. This book
introduces students and practitioners to important ethical concepts through the lives of
major thinkers ranging from Aristotle to Ayn Rand, John Stuart Mill to the Dalai Lama.
Some two dozen contributors approach media ethics from five perspectives—altruistic,
egoistic, autonomous, legalist, and communitarian—and use real people as examples to
convey ethical concepts as something more than mere abstractions. Readers see how
Confucius represents group loyalty; Gandhi, nonviolent action; Mother Teresa, the spirit
of sacrifice. Each profile provides biographical material, the individual’s basic ethical
position and contribution, and insight into how his or her moral teachings can help the
modern communicator. The roster of thinkers is gender inclusive, ethnically diverse,
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and spans a broad range of time and geography to challenge the misperception that
moral theory is dominated by Western males. These profiles challenge us not to give up
on moral thinking in our day but to take seriously the abundance of good ideas in ethics
that the human race provides. They speak to real-life struggles by applying to such
trials the lasting quality of foundational thought. Many of the root values to which they
appeal are cross-cultural, even universal. Exemplifying these five ethical perspectives
through more than two dozen mentors provides today’s communicators with a solid
grounding of key ideas for improving discussion and attaining social progress in their
lives and work. These profiles convey the diversity of means to personal and social
betterment through worthwhile ideas that truly make ethics come alive.
A thought-provoking collection of essays on Buddhist ethics by some of the leading
thinkers in the field. The reader is provided with engaging explorations of central issues
in Buddhist ethics, insightful analyses of the ways Buddhist ethical principles are being
applied today in both Asian and Western countries, and groundbreaking proposals
about how Buddhist perspectives might inform debates on some of the core ethical
issues of the modern world, including consumerism, globalization, environmental
problems, war, ethnic conflict, and inter-religious tensions. The leading figure in
identifying the field of Buddhist ethics and articulating some of its core issues is
Professor Damien Keown of the University of London. This book brings together a
group of eminent scholars who have all been influenced by Keown's work and who are
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also friends and close colleagues. The result is a wonderful volume for those who are
struggling with practical issues of ethical concern. This will be a valuable resource in
the study of ethics for years to come.
The Dalai Lama always recommends a classic text by the Buddhist master Shantideva
as essential reading for those seeking a practical approach to Buddhism. With its lifechanging teachings and transcendent wisdom, it is one of the world's great spiritual
treasures. In Enlightenment to Go, David Michie provides a lively, accessible
introduction to the 'best of' Shantideva. He shows how the insights of Shantideva's
Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life can transform the spiritual well-being of modern
day readers, and he unpacks its powerful antidotes to contemporary problems,
including stress, anxiety and depression. He also offers a gentle introduction to
meditation in order to help readers integrate these transformational insights into daily
life. Recounting stories from his own journey, Michie illustrates the relevance of
Shantideva's breakthrough teachings to a typically busy Westerner with warmth and
humour. Whether you are a newcomer to Buddhism or a seasoned practitioner,
Enlightenment To Go offers a glimpse of a radiantly different reality.
Five lectures on various aspects of philosophy in the new millennium: Philosophy's
Role in the Taming of Uncertainty; Souls & Cyborgs - Can we be Friends with
Machines?; The End of Progress & the Beginning of Mindless Change; Practical Ethics
for the New Millennium; The Future of Time Travel.
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Zijne Heiligheid de Dalai Lama heeft in zijn leven groot lijden gekend, maar hij straalt
altijd vriendelijkheid en rust uit. Hoe doet hij dat? In De kracht van het geluk laat
Howard Cutler de lezer kennismaken met de filosofie van de Dalai Lama over hoe je
gemoedsrust kunt vinden en in het reine kunt komen met het lijden van de wereld.
Samen onderzoeken zij de wortels van de vele problemen waarmee de mensheid te
kampen heeft en tonen ze ons hoe we die rampen kunnen benaderen op een manier
die tegelijkertijd verlicht en ons helpt in onze zoektocht naar geluk. Door verhalen,
meditaties en diepgaande gesprekken leert de Dalai Lama de lezer de culturele
invloeden en manieren van denken te benoemen die leiden tot verdriet en hoe we onze
eigen problemen die we het hoofd moeten bieden, evenals de moeilijkheden van
anderen, kunnen doorgronden en oplossen. Het resultaat is een wijze benadering van
menselijke problemen die zowel optimistisch als realistisch is, zelfs in tijden van grote
uitdagingen.
This title was first published in 2000: The focus of this analysis is that of moral
standards in public service, with special attention to the role(s) of officials. It presents
discussion of some of the issues that seem to the contributors to be of pressing
importance and that seem to have relevance for public service in the new millennium. It
concentrates in particular on public officials, and the constraints imposed on them by
the political environment in liberal democracies.
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